
Pershing  Zone Writing Tips  
 

Story Conventions  
 Things  appear normal on the outside except to the main character.  

 If there is violence, it is more likely to be suggested than actually shown.  

 Something seems mysterious to the main character until the end 

 There is a narrator who will introduce and close the show with commentary.  

 Usually there is a tragic or horrifying end.  

 Characters often doubt their own reality 

 Not usually a huge or long fight or struggle.  

 Using live actors rather than animation gives the whole series a realistic atmosphere 

Ground Rules 
 Keep the subject PG related (in terms of language and approach to sex and violence)  

 Please don't make the characters resemble any actual students or teachers on campus. 
 

Plot  
 something disappears or appears  

 changing shape 

 someone or something gains a magical power 

 things becoming alive 

 some kind of illusion masks the truth 

 trapped  

 Something harmless becomes harmful  

 Breaking the rules causes unexpected harm  

 someone has some secret identity  

 something has a curse 

 a bunch of coincidences suggest a pattern 

 a secret enemy has taken charge 

 Tomato Surprise (Tomato in the Mirror)  
 
 

Settings:  
 Office  

 classroom  

 closets 

 gym  

 hallways 

 doors  

 auditorium 
 

Writing the Episode  
Students will work in pairs. (For next class)  Each student will perform a different role: 

 Director/Producer.  Writes a summary of the action,   provide directions as to how it will be filmed or 
producedOptional: establish the "look" of the show -- settings, costumes, special effects 

 

 Scene Writer. Will write the dialogue for one or two important scenes in the episode. Tries to give the characters 
individual identities.  

 
Examples of Narrator Commentary:  
 
Closing: "Nan Adams, age twenty-seven. She was driving to California; to Los Angeles. She didn't make it. There was a detour... 
through the Twilight Zone. 

For more information, see www.tvtropes.org  

http://www.tvtropes.org/

